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Timber Users, Timber Savers:
Homestake Mining Company
and the First Regulated
Timber Harvest
RICHMOND L CLOW

The Progressive Fra (1900-1916) has emerged as a period crucial
to the success of the late nineteenth century conservation crusade.
During this optimistic era of social reform, with its faith in technology and efficiency, demands for a halt to the destruction and
waste of the nation's natural resources became established federal
policy. Many studies have examined the varied themes of the conservation movement, from the aesthetic importance of the environment to the fear that the depletion of resources, such as timber,
threatened the very existence of American society.' These studies
have most often defined the users of resources as the despoilers
of the environment. Such an approach, however, ignores the role
of industry in conservation.
1. Samuel P. Hays, Conser\'ation and the Cospel of Efficiency: The Progressive Conservation Movement, 1890-1920 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1959),
pp. 1-3. Donald ]. Pisani, in "Forests and Conservation, 1865-1890,"/ouma/oMmencan
History 75 (Sept. 1985): 340-59, asserts that a conservation "ethic" existed for several
decades before Progressive reformers popularized the cause. While scientists led
the later movement, its leaders in the post-Civil War years were as often "moralists
and philosophers" who anticipated modern conservationists in their understanding
of the interrelatedness of natural resources. For more on the late nineteenth century fears of timber famine that helped lo spur the conservation movement, see David
A. Clary, Timber and the Forest Service (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1986),
and Sherry H. Olson, The Depletion Myth: A History of Railroad Use of Timber {Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1971).
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An illustration of the importance of resource users to the conservation story can be found in the Black Hills of South Dakota, where
the Homestake Mining Company has been the largest consumer
of trees from the region's public lands. The company's logging
operations passed through three phases corresponding to changes
in popular attitude and national policy regarding resource conservation. From just after the beginning of the Black Hills gold rush
in 1876 until the creation of the Black Hills Forest Reserve In 1897,
Homestake loggers destroyed large portions of the forest with the
aid of legislation tbat encouraged the unlimited use of tbe nation's
apparently inexhaustible timber resources. With the beginning of
the shift in federal policy toward conservation and the advent of
the forest reserve, the company initiated fraudulent mining claims
to keep on cutting trees from the restricted land. Finally, once the
leadership of Homestake understood the Progressive foundation
of the movement to save resources and realized that conservation
was in its best long-term interest, the mining company not only accepted forest conservation but also played an active role in shaping modern forestry. Fmbracing the new conservation policy,
Homestake initiated Timber Case No. 1, the first regulated timber
harvest from a public forest reserve.
Largely through the efforts of Gifford Pinchot, the leadership of
Homestake Mining Company came to understand the movement's
philosophical foundation and promote forest conservation. Pinchot,
a young, energetic eastern forester who eventually became the first
bead of the United States Forest Service, championed the cause of
scientific management of the nation's forests. Under the system he
espoused, foresters, not politicians or lumbermen, would guide
lumber operations. For Progressives like Pinchot and his followers,
"conservation" meant the proper management of forests for the production of a steady and ongoing supply of lumber for the nation's
industries. Proponents of "preservation," on the other hand,
stressed the perpetuation of the wilderness in a state of nonuse.
No compromise existed between these competing views, as the
public split in 1897 between Pinchot and John Muir, the country's
leading preservationist, illustrated. When confronted with these two
alternatives, Homestake supported conservation, whose emphasis
on wise use of the forests would ensure a continual lumber supply
for the company's gold-mining operations.^

2. Roderick Nash, Wilderness and the American Mind, rev. ed. (New Haven, Conn.:
Yale University Press, 1973), pp. 134-38.
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An important relationship existed between nineteenth-century
gold-mining and lumbering. Trees provided cordwood for fuel, saw
boards for building construction, and shoring for mine tunnels, all
of which were essential to the recovery of gold. Thus, the commercial exploitation of the Black Hills forest had begun with the gold
rush of 1876. In that year, entrepreneurs shipped several small sawmills to the Black Hills to supply rough boards for the fledgling goldmining industry as well as local building construction.^ Congress
helped western mining operations obtain lumber by passing the
Free Timber Act of 1878, authorizing miners to take for mining purposes "any timber or trees growing or being on the public [mineral
landsj,. . . subject to such rules and regulations as the Secretary
of the Interior may prescribe for the protection of the timber."'^ The
secretary's office established regulations prohibiting the cutting of
any tree less than eight inches in diameter and requiring that brush
and treetops be disposed of in a manner that would prevent the
spread of forest fires. Largely unenforced, these regulations did
nothing to halt the quick destruction of the yellow, or ponderosa,
pine forests in the Black Hills. Together, town builders and miners
logged a billion and a half board feet from 1876 until 1898.'^
A small, isolated mountain range, the Black Hills lie along the
South Dakota-Wyoming border between the Belle Fourche River and
the south fork of the Cheyenne River. About one hundred twenty
miles long and forty miles wide, the range rises up to four thousand feet above the surrounding short-grass prairie and, because
of the higher elevation, receives more rainfall than the adjacent
grassland.•* Accessible and well-timbered, the mountains permitted
easy exploitation, a fact that was not lost on miners. Henry M.
Chance, a mining engineer who had traveled the region, wrote in
1891 that large tracts of the pine forest in the northern Black Hills
had "been cut on a large scale for use at the Homestake and other
mines . . . [because the trees are] of inestimable value in the
3. U. S., Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, The Black Hills National Forest
50th Anniversary (Washington, D.C: Government Printing Office, 1948), pp. 1-2.
4. U. S., Statutes at Large, vol. 20, p. 88, Act of 3 June 1878.
5. Samuel Trask Dana, Forest and Range Policy: Its Development in the United
States {New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1956), pp. 63-64; Darrell Hevenor Smith,
The Forest Service: Its History, Activities and Organization (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution, 1930), p. 15; Black Hills National Forest 50th Anniversary, p. 7.
6. Henry S. Graves, "Black Hills Forest Reserve (South Dakota and Wyoming)," in
U. S., Department of the Interior, Nineteenth Annual Report of the United States
Geological Survey, pt. 5, Foresi Resen'es (Washington, D.G.; Government Printing Office, 1899), pp. 68-69.
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The mining industry's large appetite for lumber can be seen In
the mountainous stacks of logs awaiting use at the mines
and mills of Terraville in the northern Black Hills.
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development of their mineral resources, furnishing a good, cheap
mine-timber." The southern Hills, which offered limited mining opportunities and therefore retained its trees, presented a mucln different landscape. "It Is impossible," Chance observed, "to travel
through the Black Hills, especially through their southern portion,
without being charmed by the beauty of the country."'
In the first years of logging, when timber was plentiful, only the
best trees were taken. When timber became scarce and the second
cuttings began, lumbermen took the remaining trees, leaving large
clear-cut areas. Often, only fifty percent of each tree was used and
the rest discarded as waste. Competition between mining companies contributed to the squandering of timber; lumbermen sometimes cut logs only to prevent another mining company from getting
them. Surplus logs often rotted at mining operations that had been
abandoned. Henry S. Graves, a professional forester, noted that in
the northern Hills, the center of the region's mining industry, timber
7. H. M. Chance, "The Resources of the Black Hills and Big Horn Country, Wyoming," The Transactions of the American Institute of Mining Engineers 19 (1891): 50, 58.

Enormous waste characterized the lumbering practices of the 1870s
and 1880s, when timber resources appeared inexhaustible. Here,
boards have been left to rot at an abandoned sawmill.
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The destruction of the yellow pine forest is startlingly evident
m these photographs of the pre-gold rush Black Hills ¡above) and
the land surrounding the Father De Smet Mine between
Lead and Deadwood (opposite).

was "almost entirely cut within a radius of 8 miles from Deadwood,"
leaving the hillsides barren of trees."
While these wasteful lumbering practices altered the Black Hills
landscape, logging was not solely responsible for transforming the
environment. Periodic natural fires also thinned the yellow pine.
As a result, the forest covering the Black Hills was not extremely
dense, and miners did not set fires to clear the land in order to conduct prospecting activities as they did in many parts of the Rocky
Mountains. Instead, train engines throwing sparks and burning saw8. Graves, "Black Hills Forest Reserve," pp. 88-90. Graves became the first dean
of the Yale School of Forestry, which the Pinchol family endowed. He later replaced
Gifford Pinchot as chief forester of the United States Forest Service.
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dust piles at local lumber mills were the main causes of man-made
forest fires in the Black Hills. In the early years, once a fire started,
it often burned uncontrolled for weeks because no fire-protection
program existed.^
The years of unregulated cutting and unchecked burning did not
go unnoticed. In 1892, Per Axel Rydberg, a field agent for the United
States Department of Agriculture, compiled an inventory of Black
Hills flora. He described the region as having been "one large pine
forest; but now large tracts are made bare by the ravages of
lumbermen, mining companies, fire, and cyclones." Rydberg observed that only "stumps, fallen logs, and the underbrush" remained, and he predicted that "it will be no wonder if in a short
9. Ibid., pp. 81-85. Stephen J. Pyne discusses fire and man's efforts to both use
and prevent it in Fire in America: A Cultural History of Wildland and Rural Fire
(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1982).
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time the dark pine forest is gone and the name 'Black Hills' has
become meaningless."'"
Taken together, commercial cutting, man-caused fires, and natural
fires destroyed the yellow-pine forest and in the process created
a new, less commercially valuable, plant community. Instead of pine,
bur oak took hold at the lower elevations, and aspen and white birch
began growing at the higher elevations; neither had any immediate
commercial value. In time, pine would again replace the aspen and
birch as the forest community changed in an orderly progression.
The uncontrolled commercial exploitation of the yellow pine accelerated these natural changes in the forest's landscape, threatening its value to industry for decades to come."
Many individuals and corporations shared responsibility for
depleting the Black Hills yellow pine between 1875 and 1890, but
as the largest consumer of the region's timber, Homestake Mining
Company was the most visible violator of the few regulations that
governed the cutting of trees on public lands. The company constructed its own narrow-gauge railroad in 1881 to haul timber to Lead,
the location of its gold-milling operation. Named the Black Hills &
Fort Pierre, it eventually extended to the small community of Piedmont on the east-central edge of the Hills. In addition to the railroad,
the company operated lumbering camps throughout the northern
Black Hills where loggers converted free trees into the cordwood,
building materials, and mine timbers essential to Homestake's profitable gold operation.'^
Eventually, Homestake's lumbering practices brought the company
to court because its loggers violated the secretary of the interior's
regulation forbidding the cutting from public lands of trees under
eight inches in diameter. The United States attorney filed charges
against the company in 1894, claiming that it had illegally cut 6,828,160
trees from public land and seeking $688,804 in damages plus interest.
Attorneys for the plaintiffs asked to move the trial from Deadwood
to Sioux Falls, in the eastern part of the state. They cited the impos10. p. A. Rydberg, "Flora of the Black Hills of South Dakota," in U. S., Department
of Agriculture, Division of Botany, Contributions from Ihe U.S. National Herbarium
3, no. 8 (13 June 1896): 476-77.
11. Graves, "Black Hills Forest Reserve," p. 77. For more information on fire as an
ecological tool, see Eugene P. Odum, Fundamentals of Fcology, 3d ed. (Philadelphia:
W. B. Saunders Co., 1971), pp. 131-37. For a discussion of plant succession and climax
habitat, see Robert E. Ricklefs, fco/ogy (Portland, Oreg.: Chiron Press, 1973), pp. 752-58,
764.
12. Graves, "Black Hills Forest Reserve," pp. 88-91; Mildred Fielder, The Treasure
of Homestake Go/c/(Aberdeen, S.Dak.: North Plains Press, 1970), pp. 106-7, 130.
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sibility of obtaining a fair trial in the Black Hills, where a targe number of the residents had themselves engaged in untawfutly cutting
timber at one time or another. The attempt to move the trial failed,
and the case was heard in Deadwood. Four years later, )udge John
Carland ruled that the Homestake Mining Company had to pay
$75,000 in damages—a small penalty when one considers the value
of the timber. Investigators for the General Land Office, who administered the national forests at the time, estimated the value of
lumber that the company had taken illegally at between two and

Homestake Mining Company built its own narrow-gauge
railroad to carry timber from the company's northern Black Hüls
logging camps to its milling operations at Lead.

three million dollars.'-' This early timber-cutting case served only as
a prelude to further government intervention as the conservation
movement gathered momentum during the Progressive Era.
13. U.S., National Academy of Sciences, Report of the National Academy of Sciences
for the Year 1897 (Washington, D.C: Government Printing Office, 1896), pp. 57-58;
U. S., Circuit Court, District of South Dakota, Western Division, Deadwood, S.Dak.,
United States of America v. Homestake Mining Company, Law Case Files, 1890-1938,
Box 12, USDC-South Dakota, Case no. 139, Records of District Courts of the United
States, Record Group 21, Federal Archives and Records Center, Kansas City, Mo.
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Scientists, who had been the first advocates of land ethics, made
up the vanguard of the conservation movement. George Perkins
Marsh published Man arid Nature, his classic study warning of environmental destruction, in 1864. A decade later. Franklin B. Hough,
another scientist, advocated the conservation practices of the
forestry profession, then in its infancy in the United States, to save
the forests and their associated resources. Initially, the efforts of the
scientific community did not sway Congress. That situation began
to change in 1896, when Secretary of the Interior Hoke Smith requested the National Academy of Sciences to prepare a report outlining a "rational forest policy" for the United States. Wolcott Gibbs,
president of the academy, appointed a National Forestry Commission and directed that group to locate sites for future forest reserves
on the public timber lands and recommend that the United States
assume a stronger administrative posture over the proposed
reserves.'''
Several members of the National Forestry Commission visited the
Black Hills and other public lands throughout the West in the summer of 1896. Later the full commission reported, "It is evident that
without Government protection these forests [of the Black Hills],
so far as their productive capacity is concerned, will disappear at
the end of a few years, and . . . their destruction will entail serious
injury and loss to the agricultural and mining population of western
North and South Dakota."''' President Grover Cleveland followed
part of the commission's recommendations and on 22 February 1897
created thirteen new forest reserves. Among them was the Black
Hills Forest Reserve, which consisted of 967,680 acres of timbered
lands. Cleveland based his action on an 1891 law that authorized
the president to create forest reserves and to establish a permit system regulating the cutting of trees on public lands."^
Because no provisions for the regulated cutting of timber on the
restricted land accompanied Cleveland's order, his proclamation in
effect removed from public use all land and timber within the Black
14. Harold K. Steen, The U. S. Forest Service: A History (Seattle: University of
Washington Press, 1976), pp. 8-20; Report of the National Academy of Sciences for
the Year 1896, pp. 12-16; Frederick W. True, ed., A History of the First Half-Century
of the National Academy of Sciences, 7Ô63-7973 (Washington, D.C: [National Academy
of Sciences], 1913), pp. 314-23. President Theodore Roosevelt implemented the essence
of the academy's report in 1905 when he established the United States Forest Service, a separate bureau for the supervision of forest reserves. True, History of the First
Half-Century, pp. 318-19; Steen, U. S. Forest Service, p. 148.
15. Report of the National Academy of Sciences (1897), p. 19.
16. Statutes at Large, vol. 26, pp. 1093-1103, Act of 3 March 1891; Jenks Cameron,
The Development of Governmental Forest Control m the United States (Baltimore,
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Hills reserve and the twelve other reserves created under the measure. Gifford Pinchot, a commission member wbo represented the
new era of efficient, scientific exploitation of the nation's public
forests, had misgivings over the direction Cleveland's proclamation
had taken. Pinchot favored the European system of management
for continuous production, in which old timber was cut in order
to encourage the growth of desired species.'^
Pinchot was not alone. Black Hills residents openly opposed the
new reserve and wanted Cleveland's proclamation reversed, fearing that it would disrupt both the local mining industry and the
region's general economy. In addition, the local populace believed
that the existence of the reserve denied individuals their rights to
use the public lands in fulfillment of the American dream. The
Homestake Mining Company, a model of industrial success and one
of North America's largest mining operations, also opposed the creation of the reserve. Cleveland's order would stop Homestake from
cutting free lumber by such quick and profitable, but wasteful,
timbering practices as selective clear-cutting that had enabled the
company to maintain its dividend-paying operation.'**
The omission of any provisions for the regulated use of the new
reserves created a storm of protest across the West. In the face of
pressure to abolish the reserve system altogether. Congress passed
the Forest Management Act of June 1897, assuring lumber consumers
currently logging on public lands that the newly created reserves
would continue to supply timber for their future needs. The legislation authorized the creation of forest reserves not only to improve
and protect timber resources and water flow but also "to furnish
a continuous supply of timber for the use and necessities of
citizens."*^

Md.: Johns Hopkins Press, 1928), pp. 204-5; Gifford Pinchot, Breaking New Ground
(New York: Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1947), pp. 107-8.
17. Pinchot, Breaking New Cround, pp. 1, 93-97
18. Deadwood Independent, 1 Mar. 1897. Pinchot was determined to broaden the
use of the reserves, as both his commission work and his public statements indicate.
In 1898, he told members of the American Institute of Mining Engineers assembled
at Atlantic City for their annual meeting that the new forest reserves would continue
tosupply timber for the mining companies. Pinchot, ßrea/cfng New Ground, pp. 105-9;
Transactions of the American Institute of Mining Engineers 28 (1899): 339-46.
19. Statutes at Large, vol. 30, p. 35, Act of 4 June 1897 This vital piece of forestry
legislation, sometimes called the Pettigrew Amendment, formed the basis of forest
reserve management for the next six decades. Sen. Richard F. Pettigrew of South
Dakota sponsored the amendment to the Sundry Civil Appropriations Bill, whicb
won western tolerance of the reserve system by unlocking reserve resources. Steen,
U. S. Forest Service, pp. 34-36.
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With the passage of the Forest Management Act, Pinchot's philosophy of forest management prevailed. Instead of being preserved
or "locked up," the yellow pine of the Black Hills would continue
to be exploited in a modified form. The law empowered the secretary
of the interior to draft regulations under which local domestic and
industrial consumers, including mining, lumbering, and grazing interests, could use the forest. Congress authorized the secretary of
tbe interior to sell the dead or mature trees found within the reserve.
The General Land Office advertised the event, marked the trees for
sale, and supervised the harvest. Anyone who illegally cut or
destroyed timber inside a reserve would receive a maximum fine
of five hundred dollars or twelve months in prison or both. In short,
government supervision replaced the logger's choice. Instead of
allowing indiscriminate cutting, government officials selected timber
for harvest.^"
Unfortunately, the solution was not going to be that simple. Cifford Pinchot, visiting the Black Hills in the fall of 1897 as special
20. Statutes at Large, vol. 30, p. 35, and vol. 25, p. 166, Act of 4 [une 1888; Pinchot,
Breaking New Ground, p. 114; Nash, Wilderness and the American Mind, p. 137.
The profitability of Homestake's mining and milling operations, pictured
here above the town of Lead, depended upon a steady supply of cheap timber.
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Remembered today as the father of modern forestry in the
United States, Gifford Pinchot worked with Homestake to develop a
scientific management plan for the Black Hills Forest Reserve.

forest agent for Secretary of the Interior Cornelius N. Bliss, described
the landscape between Deadwood and Fnglewood in the northern
Hills as a cutover and burned forest. In Bear Gulch near Spearfish,
however, he discovered "a beautiful and vigorous forest, of great
potential value. But it is now full of locations for mining claims,
which appear on the trees. . . . [The] common report in the Hills
ascribes these claims to men working for the Homestake.''^' These
fraudulent mining claims, which failed to display the requisite
"discovery holes," had been filed to circumvent the new cutting
restrictions. Economic historians Cary D. Libecap and Ronald N.
Johnson assert in an article in \he Journal of Economic History that
restrictive laws in the Pacific Northwest forced timber consumers
to resort to fraud in order to obtain the timber necessary for profitable logging. Confronting a similar situation, Homestake eluded the
21. Gifford Pinchot Diary, 1 Nov. 1897, Gifford Pinchot Papers, Library of Congress,
Washington, D.C.
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law because the profits from doing so were greater than the cost
of litigation and punishment.^'
In an attempt to curtail this practice without atienating company
officials, Gifford Pinchot, working for Secretary Bliss, presented
Homestake Mining Company superintendent Thomas J. Grier and
company attorney Gideon C. Moody with a regulated harvest ptan
on 3 November 1897. This opportunity was Pinchot's chance to advance scientific forest management through winning the support
of a targe gold-mining operation that was also a targe timber user.
During a three-hour meeting, he convinced Homestake to send an
application to the secretary of the interior asking permission to purchase timber from the United States at a minimal cost under the
terms of the 1897 Forest Management Act, even though it did not
officially begin until 1 March 1898. Upon approval of the application, the company could legally cut trees on the reserve instead of
obtaining lumber through fraudulent means. Grier and Moody informed Pinchot that they supported, in principle, the concept of
the forest reserve and that the company would also help to fight
forest fires. Homestake even offered to fund a government mechanism for selling timber, since none existed at the time.^'^ Once company officials understood Pinchot's concept of conservation, they
had endorsed his plan. Neither litigation nor the threat of penalties
had swayed Homestake in the past. Rather, the company came to
support conservation because it ensured continual use of the public
forests at minimal cost. In short, conservation was in the company's
best interest.
From this discussion between Pinchot and Homestake management arose Timber Gase No. 1, the first government-regulated timber
cut on a public forest reserve and the beginning of modern regulated forestry practices in the United States. Important for Pinchot
personally was the fact that his scientific forestry methods were on
trial. The Timber Gase No. 1 experiment involved the Homestake
Mining Gompany purchasing standing trees on the Black Hills Forest
Reserve and then cutting those trees under the supervision of a government forester. As Pinchot noted in a later report, "There is no
22. Libecap and lohnson, "Property Rights, Nineteenth-Century Federal Timber
Policy, and the Conservation Movement,"/ourna/oífconomic H/sfor)'39, no. 1 (March
1979): 129-42. Under the 1872 Mining Act, an individual could control the use of all
resources on a claim by spending one hundred dollars on development each year
or by obtaining a patent. Thus, much of the land claimed under lhe act was more
valuable for other purposes {i.e. timber cutting) than for the mining of any mineral
it might contain. Sfaíuíes ai ¿arge, vol. 17, p. 91, Act of 10 May 1872; Dana, Forest and
Range Policy, pp. 290-91.
23. Pinchot Diary, 3 Nov. 1897.
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other forest in the United States in which practical forestry is more
urgently needed, or in which results of such importance may be
more easily achieved." He concluded, "Upon its preservation
depends the timber to supply a great and rapidly growing mining
industry."^-*
Conditions were right for success: Pinchot was working with a
mining company that required timber to maintain its dividendpaying operation and a badly abused public forest that required
efficient management of the remaining trees to sustain gold mining in the future. In addition, the project provided future foresters
with valuable experience. William B. Greeley, later chief forester of
the United States Forest Service, wrote that the Black Hills provided
"the enthusiastic young foresters in Gifford Pinchot's bureau . . . an
immediate chance to do real business in selective logging. Here the
needs of the Homestake . . . required large sales of ponderosa pine,
carefully marked and remarked to cut only mature trees and leave
all the promising stripiings."^'^
In early February 1898, Homestake Mining Company began to formulate its proposal for cutting trees on the Black Hills reserve based
on Pinchot's principles of forest management. Homestake superintendent Thomas Grier took the next step toward putting the company's logging operation under government regulation when he
relinquished the fraudulent mining claims that Homestake had filed
in the Black Hills reserve. On 8 April 1898, Grier submitted the company's formal application for the cutting of timber in the reserve
to the secretary of the interior. The application described the size
and number of trees to be logged, the location of the cut (eight sections of land along the tracks of the company railroad about four
miles southwest of Nemo in the east-central Black Hills), and the
amount of timber to be taken annually (measured in both linear
and board feet). While Homestake's application was complete and
detailed, the boundaries of the proposed logging area followed the
grid survey lines of townships and ranges instead of following the
terrain's natural contours, a process that would have ensured minimum damage to the soil. Despite the environmental problems the
application posed, the mining company had thus established the
groundwork for the first regulated timber cut from a forest reserve.^^

24. Gifford Pinchot, Report of the Forester for 1901, in U.S., Department of/^rlculture.
Annual Report of the Department of Agriculture for the Year 1901 (Washington, D.C:
Government Printing Office, 1901), p. 329.
25. Greeley, Forests and Men (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday & Co., 1951), pp. 59-60.
26. Gideon Moody to Binger Hermann, 15 Feb. 1898, Misc. Letters Received, Records
of the Bureau of Land Management, Record Group 49, National Archives, Washington,
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Unfortunately, the Department of the Interior's General Land Office, which was charged with overseeing all timber operations, had
no experience in regulating timber harvest. This situation created
undue delay and hardship for Homestake. The General Land Office dispatched Special Agent G. W. Greene in early May 1898 to
report on the condition of the trees in the proposed cut area. Not
until August of 1898, however, did the land office appoint a super-

Realizing that
consen'ation was in
the company's best
interest, Homestake
superintendent Thomas
). Crier helped to
develop the first
regulated harvest
plan for Black
Hills timber.

visor, H. G. Hamaker, for the Black Hills Forest Reserve and instruct
him to investigate the area. The agency's acting commissioner
ordered Hamaker to "bear in mind the forest reservation policy of

D.C; Grier to Cornelius N. Bliss, 8 Apr. 1898, Records Relating to the Timber Sales
in the Black Hills National Forest, 1898-1912, Homestake Mining Company, Case No.
1, Records of the Forest Service, Record Group 95, National Archives, Washington,
D.C. (this set of records is hereafter cited as Case No. 1).
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this office to supply present and future needs for timber within tbe
state by providing for the use of timber which can be cut without
detriment to the reservation." The commissioner further informed
Hamaker not to overvalue the lumber because the government was
not interested in deriving "a revenue therefrom, but to meet local
demand . . . for the legitimate purposes of trade." The minimum
price was placed at one dollar per thousand board feet. Hamaker's
duties also included supervising the disposal of treetops and other
waste and insuring that only mature trees were cut without stripping the forest of all future seed trees.^'
Hamaker surveyed Homestake's proposed logging area in the fall
of 1898 and suggested that the mining company be permitted to
cut only on the burned areas of the Black Hills reserve. The General
Land Office forest supervisor, C. W. Garbutt, dismissed that proposal, probably because Homestake protested. The company cited
the high cost of selectively logging dead trees and maintained that
dead lumber was not strong enough for mining purposes. R. O.
27 Acting Commissioner of the General Land Office to H. G. Hamaker, "System
of Timber Cutting Within Reserve," Sept. 1898, Lands and Railroads Division, Leiters
Received, 1807-1897, Records of the Office of the Secretary of the Interior, Record
Group 46, National Archives, Washington, D.C.

Homestake's greatest lumber need was for
strong timbers to use underground in the mines.
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Robinson, head of Homestake's lumber operation, informed
Hamaker, "In our timber business . . . we will be unable to make
use of anything but the saw timber and the timber that will
make . . . 11 and 6 in flatts [the large timbers used underground]."
In addition, the company was converting to coal at the time the
reserve was created and claimed it had no use for cordwood. Robinson stated that the company would cut it and dispose of the treetops
but only because the law so required.^**
Hamaker submitted his first written report on the pending timber
cut in late April 1899, and it reflected Homestake's position on cordwood. His superior, William A. Richards of the General Land Office, ordered Hamaker to resubmit the report, demanding that
Homestake pay for the cut cordwood even though the company
claimed that it would not be used because of declining need. In
his amended report, Hamaker noted that he wanted "the Government to get full pay for all timber sold from this reserve," but that
Homestake still refused to pay for cordwood and would instead pile
it with the brush rather than haul it from the logging area.^" Concerned with making the reserve defray the operating expenses,
Hamaker wrote that he would make the company "pay for every
cord they cut."-'" Fventually, Homestake purchased the cordwood.
In making his amended report, Hamaker created another delay
when he suggested that the proposed cut be open to bidders, permitting other lumber users an opportunity to get the timber. From
early August to October of 1899, the General Land Office printed
notices in local newspapers advertising the timber sale and soliciting
bids even though it was obvious that the cut would go to the Homestake. The area was the same one the company had made application for in April 1898 and was near their railroad line.*"
In October 1899, Homestake officials submitted their bid at the
original priceof one dollar per thousand board feet for all the timber
in the proposed Nemo cut. Because of a serious wood shortage at
the Lead stamp mills, the company had asked permission to begin
cutting on reserve land in September 1899. That request was denied.
Homestake would be able to cut trees sixty days after the end of
the advertising date, but that prospect was subject to a change if

28. Binger Hermann to Hamaker, 2 Nov. 1898, and Robinson to Hamaker, 17 Feb.
1899. both in Case No. 1.
29. Hamaker to Commissioner of the General Land Office, 25 Apr. 1899, and Richards
to Hamaker, 6 June 1899, both ibid.
30. Hamaker to Commissioner of the General Land Office, 28 June 1899, ibid.
31. Hamaker to Commissioner of the General Land Office, 12 June 1900, ibid.
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a higher bid came from another operator. Predictably, however, the
General Land Office awarded the bid to Homestake, and the company deposited over five thousand dollars with the receiver of the
General Land Office in Rapid City for the timber to be logged near
Nemo. Thus, more than a year and a half after Homestake submitted
its application to cut timber In the Black Hills Forest Reserve, Timber
Case No. 1 was finally under way. The experiment in refined, regulated logging in the Black Hills had begun, and the rest of the nation's lumber users watched.''On 5 November 1899, General Land Office forest superintendent
C. W. Garbutt directed J. F. Clark, the land office forest ranger at
Englewood, to mark trees eight inches in diameter and larger for
cutting. In addition, Garbutt ordered Clark to inform Homestake
loggers that the company could not remove any logs until the ranger
had measured the timber to ensure that trees suitable for sawing
into large-dimension mine timbers would not be used for cordwood.
Further, the Homestake loggers were to stack treetops and other
waste into piles for burning.^*^
Supervisors' instructions did not translate into working practices,
however. The new forest managers were perplexed when it came
to the problem of disposing of the dead and down timber that was
found throughout the Hills. Homestake officials claimed that the
price the government charged for lumber should not include "dead
and down" or "dead and standing" timber because it was worthless
for mining purposes. After visiting the Nemo cut, iand office inspector C. W Greene agreed that most of the dead timber was worthless
and the prices charged were too high. He maintained, however, that
the rate of one dollar per one thousand board feet of green pine
was fair. While at the logging site, Greene noticed another problem:

32. Thomas J. Crier to Commissioner of the Ceneral Land Office, 20 Oct. 1899,
Hamaker to Commissioner of the Ceneral Land Office (telegram), 30 Aug. 1899, W.
A. Richards to Hamaker (telegram), 31 Aug. 1899, and W. S. Warner to Commissioner
of the General Land Office, 4 Nov. 1899, all ibid. A 1902 decision of the Eighth Circuit
Court of Appeals provides another example of the land office's difficulties in administering the forest reserve expeditiously. The United States had charged Homestake
with trespass in the cutting of trees between September 1898 and May 1899 under
an expired verbal agreement with the secretary of the interior. Regarding the government's charge that Homestake should have submitted a formal application for the
cutting of the timber, the court referred to the length of time the Timber Case No.
1 agreement had taken to negotiate and upheld Homestake's cutting of the timber
that was necessary to maintain its operation. Pinchot, Breaking New Ground, p. 116;
Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times, 17, 18 Sept. 1902.
33. Carbutt to Clark, 5 Nov. [1899] (copy). Case No. 1.
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To reduce the dan_m'i m unf^t tiu\ qovi'mment
foresters required
Homestake
timber cutters to pile treetops and waste into stacks for controlled burning.

thick windfalls. Which he feared would burn and destroy the live
timber. In order to protect the forest from potential fires, Greene
recommended that Homestake receive the dead timber free for taking it out of the logging site. Forest Superintendent Garbutt
disagreed, contending that fifteen cents a cord for dead-and-down
trees and fifty cents a cord for dead-and-standing timber was incentive enough to encourage Homestake to take the dead timber.'*''
Garbutt's view prevailed, and the company lost the free dead timber
issue.
Obviously, differences of opinion existed between employees in
the General Land Office over what constituted proper forestry practices. Much of the disagreement among the individual foresters who
reviewed Homestake's compliance with the stipulations of Timber
Case No. 1 arose from the fact that the regulations governing logging practices on forest reserves were in their infancy. The vague
requirements translated into impractical enforcement and ques34. Greene to Commissioner of the General Land Office, 12 Dec. 1899, and Garbutt to Commissioner of the General Land Office, 11 Jan. 1900, both ibid.
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tionable results. On occasion, this situation may have encouraged
Homestake to violate the spirit of the new Progressive Fra conservation practices. When General Land Office Forest Inspector I. A.
Macrum examined the Nemo cut in late August 1900, he reported
that brush and debris were not piled for burning and that the trees
left to seed future standsof timber were inferior specimens. In addition, Homestake lumbermen had removed trees under eight inches
in diameter and left the hard-to-cut trees standing in ravines. Gontributing to this neglect of good lumbering practices, the forest
ranger assigned to oversee the logging spent his summer on fire
patrol and was absent from his management duties at the Nemo
cut. Frank Lytle, the new ranger, deflected atl of the inspector's complaints and praised the Homestake Mining Gompany.'*""'
Macrum's criticism of Homestake reached company superintendent Thomas Grier, who denied the inspector's accusations. According to Grier, the company had "thoroughly complied with atl
requirements relating to cutting and removing of such timber, and
at alt times will hold itself ready to comply with whatever is desired
by the parties in charge of the Forest Reserve." The superintendent
added that Homestake would continue to "contribute to the preservation of the forest or the successful carrying out of the rules and
regulations established" to cut trees on the pubtic lands. Forest
Supervisor H. G. Hamaker concurred with Grier after inspecting
the Nemo logging operation and wrote in Homestake's defense,
"The instructions have been as futly comptied with as it has been
possible for the Gompany to do." Secretary of the interior Ethan
Atlen Hitchcock appointed Seth Butlock to the position of forest
supervisor of the Black Hills reserve at the turn of the century.
Bullock, too, agreed with his predecessor's assessment that the
Homestake Mining Gompany had continually cooperated with
forestry officials to the point of acting promptty "upon any suggestions made as to [the] care of the young timber, [and] the proper
cleaning of the stash."'"'
Forest Inspector Macrum did not retract his first comments against
Homestake, but when he returned to the cutting tocation in September 1901, he reported that the company was property taking
timber from the logging area and "teaving the territory in good
shape." He added that there was "a marked improvement in the
35. Macrum to Commissioner of the General Land Office, 31 Aug. 1900, and Lylle
to Hamaker, 19 Oct. 1900, both ibid.
36. Grier to W. A. Richards, 19 Oct. 1900, Hamaker to Commissioner of the General
Land Office, 23 Oct. 1900, and Bullock to Commissioner of the General Land Office,
29 Aug. 1901, all ibid.
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manner of doing the work on this purchase over that of my last inspection." Despite these early administrative problems, Carl A.
Newport, a forester and student of forest policy, later wrote, "The
Homestake Mining Company led the way for the lumber industry
[of the Black Hills] by purchasing timber and meeting tbe necessary
regulations."^'^
After numerous requests for extensions, Homestake Mining Company completed Timber Case No. 1 in 1908. Under the contract,
Homestake cut nearly fifteen million board feet of lumber and fiftyone hundred cords of wood. The transfer of forestry duties from
the General Land Office to the Forest Service under the Department
of Agriculture in 1905 created no new hardships for Homestake,
which was bound to follow the regulations that had been drafted
for Timber Case No. 1. During the years the contract was in effect,
forestry personnel and timber users both gained an understanding
of how a regulated cut should operate on public forest land. It would
be inaccurate to describe this first regulated cut as good forestry
because it was essentially a clear cut. For example, the average
number of seed trees left standing after the company completed
logging Case No. 1 was just two per acre, or 482 board feet of timber;
by comparison, the Forest Service required 2,611 board feet per acre
for seed purposes following a 1937 Black Hills harvest.'^**
Even though it could not be cited as a model of modern forestry
practices. Timber Case No. 1 inaugurated an era of government regulation over tree harvests on the public lands that was essential to
the conservation of the resource. The advent of government control forced timber users like Homestake to become more selective
in their exploitation of the timber on the public domain. Such users
came to support the new logging regulations upon recognizing that
the destructive cutting practices of the past jeopardized the timber
supply they depended upon to fill their present and future needs.
Efficient management could ensure the continued supply of the
forest products essential for maintaining the industry. Homestake,
the company of waste during times of free timber, became a company of frugality In fact, the fear of a timber shortage in the Black
Hills and the threat of having to purchase higher-priced imported

37. M a c r u m to Commissioner of the General Land Office, 9 Sept. 1901, ibid.; Newport, "Forest Service Policies as They Affect t h e Lumber Industry: A Case Study of
the Black Hills," lournal of Forestry 54 (Jan. 1956): 18. For more information o n the
poor regulations and weak administration s u r r o u n d i n g the early timber cuts, see
Dana, Forest and Range Policy, pp. 110-18.
38. Black Hills National Forest 50th Anniversary, pp. 8-10.
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Timber Case No. 7 provided fledgling foresters with
valuable experience in managing public forest land.
Here, a forester measures tree growth in the 1920s.

lumber made local mining companies even more possessive and
protective of the region's timber. Shortly after the creation of the
Black Hills reserve, the local mining industry secured an embargo
prohibiting the shipment of green cut timber from the national
forest out of South Dakota. The embargo ended in 1912, the year
Homestake completed its conversion to electricity.-"*
Companies like Homestake hoped for other returns on their conservation investment. Thomas Grier, addressing the second American Forest Congress in 1905, claimed that "far-seeing" mining
39. George A. Duthie, "Timber, an Economic Resource of the Black Hills," Black
Hills Engineer 16, no. 2 (Mar. 1928): 105; Pierre Capital-Journal, 26 Apr. 1912.
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companies had demonstrated public responsibility by making longrange plans that ensured the continued exploitation of mineral
deposits and the employment of workers. Because of the industry's
civic value, Grier argued, miners should be entitled to the same
privileges that nonlumbering enterprises possessed in the forest
reserves. He criticized the government's practice of granting permanent right-of-ways through reserves to irrigation and transportation companies while giving mining companies only temporary
permits. According to Grier, the mining companies had demonstrated their civic responsibility in the conservation of public forests,
and the removal of this imposition "would not open the door to
reckless waste of forest resources."'"'
The mantle of "civic obligation" and the threat of exhausting the
resource did not guarantee the best use of timber resources, however. Over the years, more federal regulations emerged to govern
the harvest of trees on public lands. The mining industry's early
destructive lumbering practices, such as high grading or taking only
the best trees and leaving the diseased and disfigured, had left their
imprint upon the Black Hills forest, particularly the northern onethird. As late as 1928, one hundred thousand acres of forest lands
were nonproductive because of the unregulated cutting and damaging fires that had occurred near the mining centers of Lead and
Deadwood.^'
The mining companies of the Progressive Era have been described
as anticonservationist because they opposed the establishment of
forest reserves. The Homestake experience reveals another facet of
both the industry and the conservation movement. Company officials worked with Gifford Pinchot to turn conservation into an
economic asset. In fact, that alliance was relatively easy to accomplish because the Black Hills Forest Reserve had been created essentially to enhance economic interests through the efficient management of limited resources. Thoughtless timber practices had the
same effect on the company's lumber supply as closing the forest
to all logging; without free lumber, mining costs increased and the
stockholders received smaller dividends. Company management,
once they understood the intent of the 1897 Black Hills Forest

40. T. |. Crier, "Mining and Forestry in the Black Hills," Engineering and Mining
Journal 79 (2 Mar. 1905): 409. For a discussion of the 1905 American Forest Congress,
sponsored by the American Forestry Society, see Michael Frome, Whose Woods These
Are: The Story of the National Forests (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday & Co., 1962),
pp. 57-58.
41. Duthie, "Timber, an Economic Resource of the Black Hills," p. 104.
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Reserve, supported the concept of a forest reserve and the conservation of timber resources through government regulation and efficient planning.*^
Lost forever in the process of establishing the forestry theories
behind Timber Case No. 1 was the possibility of maintaining the
Black Hills forest as untouched wilderness. Conservation, not preservation, was the hallmark of the Progressive Era. Both Homestake
Mining Company officials and the men trained in forestry practices
advocated resource conservation for the same end—enhancing the
local economy. That alliance, which became the backbone of the
nation's modern conservation era, began in the Black Hills. Instead
of fighting the inevitable regulation imposed on the public forests,
Homestake played an integral and understandably self-serving role
in supporting modern forestry practices.
42. G. Michael McCarthy, Hour of Trial: The Conservation Conflict in Colorado and
the West, 7S9Î-Ï907 (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1977), pp. 24-25; Paul D.
Kelleter, "The National Forests of the Black Hills," Pahasapa Quarterly 11, no. 4 Oune
1913): 9-12.
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